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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of mild solutions for a class of abstract 
second-order partial neutral functional integro-differential equations with finite delay of the ab- 
stract form, 
/o" ) d [~, (t) - g (t, x~)] = A~ (t) + F ~, ~, ~,, x' (s), / (s, T, ~ ,  ~' (~)) d~ d~, dt (1.1) 
t • I = [o, a], 
~(0) = ~ e s, (1.2) 
x'(0) = z • X, (1.3) 
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in a Banach space X. Here, A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family 
of bounded linear operators (C(t))~eR on X; the history, 
x , :  I-r, 01 - .  x .  x,(e) = x(t + e), 
belongs to some abstract phase space B defined axiomatically, and F, f ,  and 9 are appropriate 
functions. 
The initial-value problem (1.1)-(1.3) was addressed in [1], but the proof of the existence result 
contains a significant limitation. Precisely, the authors impose the condition that the cosine 
function (C(t))teR is such that C(t) is compact, for t > 0. In such case, it follows from [2, p. 557] 
that the underlying space must be finite-dimensional, thereby severely weakening the applicability 
of the existence result Theorem 3.1 to the case of ordinary differential equations. Furthermore, 
the example and the application provided in [1] are not correct since the underlying space used to 
write the concrete quations in abstract form is infinite-dimensional, which is incompatible with 
the requirement that the cosine family be compact. Motivated by these remarks, in this paper, 
we establish the existence of a mild solution to (1.1)-(1.3) without assuming the compactness of
the operators C(t). However, we wish to emphasize that the purpose of the present work is not 
primarily to eliminate the compactness a sumptions on the cosine operators C(t). Rather, more 
fundamentally, our purpose is to develop a correct echnical framework for the study of partial 
neutral differential equations of the type introduced in [1]. 
Neutral differential equations arise in many areas of applied mathematics and for this reason, 
this type of equation has received much attention in recent years. The literature regarding first- 
and second-order ordinary neutral functional differential equations is very extensive. We refer 
the reader to [~5], and the references therein. Furthermore, first-order part~ial neutral functional 
differential equations are studied in different works, see, for example, [6-16]. 
More recently, some abstract second-order neutral functional differential similar Co (1.1)-(1.3) 
have been considered in literature, see [1,17-22]. However, the results in these papers possess the 
same technical limitation observed in [1]. 
The current manuscript has four sections. In Section 2, we mention otation and a few results 
regarding cosine function theory and phase spaces needed to establish our results. We discuss 
the existence of mild solutions for the neutral system (1.1)-(1.3) in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 
is reserved for the discussion of some examples. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we review some fundamental facts needed to establish our results. Regarding 
the theory of cosine functions of operators we refer the reader to [2,23,24]. Next, we only mention 
a few concepts and properties related to second-order abstract Cauchy problems. Throughout 
this paper, A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine function, (C(t)),e~, 
of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X. We denote by (S(t))teR, the sine function 
associated to (C(t))teR which is defined by 
~o t s(t)  = xeX,  tE~.  
Moreover, we denote by N and N a pair of positive constants uch that II C(t) II <-- N and I IS(t)Ii 
N, for every t E I. 
In this paper, [D(A)] represents the domain of operator A endowed with the graph norm 
IlXtlA = IlXll + IIAxll, x E D(A). The notation E stands for the space formed by the vectors 
E X for which C(.)x is of class C 1 on ~. We know from Kisifisky [25] that E, endowed with 
the norm, 
I]xllE = ]]xll + sup IIAS (t) ~tl, x e E, (2.1) 
o<t_<1 
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is a Banach space. The operator-valued function, 
~(~) = [ c(t)  s(~)/1 
[AS(t)  C ( t ) ' j  
is a strongly continuous group of bounded linear operators on the space E x X generated by the 
operator, 
defined on D(A)  x E. It follows that AS(t)  : E --* X is a bounded linear operator and that 
AS(t )x  --4 0 as t --* O, for each x • E. Furthermore, if x : [0, e~) ~ X is locally int~grable, then 
y(t) = f~ S(t  - s)~(s) ds defines an E-v~ued continuous function, which is a consequence of the 
fact that 
o as= [gs ( t - s )~(s )  
(t - s) = (s) [ y~ c (t - ~) x (~) ds ' 
defines an E x X-vaIued continuous function. 
The existence of solutions of the second-order abstract Canchy problem, 
x" (t) = Ax (t) + h (t) ,  t, • I, (2.2) 
(0) = ¢0, (2.3) 
x' (0) = ¢~, (2.4) 
where h : I ---* X is an integrable function, has been discussed in [2]. Similarly, the existence of 
solutions of semilinear second-order abstract Cauchy problems has been treated in [24]. We only 
mention here that the function x(.) given by 
x (t) = C (t) ¢o ÷ S (t) ~1 + S (t - s) h (s) ds, 
is called a mild solution of (2.2) (2.4), and that when ~1 C E,  x(.) is C 1 on I and 
~0 tx' (t) = AS  (t) co -b C (~) ¢l + C (t - s) h (s) ds, • x. (2.8) 
For additional material related cosine function theory, we refer the reader to [2,23,24]. 
In this work, we employ an axiomatic definition of the phase space B similar to the one used 
in [26]. Specifically here, B stands for a linear space of functions mapping I - r ,  0] into X endowed 
with a seminorm I1" fIs satisfying the following axioms, 
(A) If x : i - r ,  a -1- b) --* X ,  b > 0, is continuous on [~r, ~ -4- b) and x~ • B, then for every 
t • [cr, a + b), the following conditions hold, 
(i) xt is in B, 
(ii) IIx(t)ll < HIIxtlI~, 
(iii) IlxtllB <_ g ( t  - a)sup{llx(s)l I : a < s < t} + M( t  - a)llx~llB, where H > 0 is a 
constant; K, M : [0, oo) -~ [1, oo), K(-) is continuous, M(.)  is locally bounded, and 
H,  K,  M are independent of x(.). 
(A1) For the function x(.) in (A), x, is a B-valued continuous function on [a,a + b). 
(B) The space B is complete. 
The terminologies and notations are those generally used in functional analysis. In particular, if 
(Z, [[ • t[z) and (Y, [L " t[Y) are Banach spaces, we indicate by £(Z;  Y )  the Bauach space of bounded 
linear operators from Z into Y endowed with the uniform operator topology; we abbreviate this 
notation to £:(Z) whenever Z = Y. Next, C(I; Z) is the space of continuous functions from I 
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into Z endowed with the norm of uniform convergence and B~(x : Z)  denotes the closed ball with 
center at x of radius r in Z. Additionally, for a bounded function ~ : I --* Z and t E I ,  we will 
employ the notation ~z,t to mean 
= sup : s • [0 , t ] ) ,  (2.7) 
and we will write more simply ~t when no confusion about the space g arises. 
To conclude this section, we recall the following well-known result for convenience. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [27, Theorem 6.5.4].) Let D be a closed eonvex subset ofa  Banach space Z 
and assume that 0 E D. Let G : D ~ D be a completeIy continuous map. Then, either the 
map G has a fJxed point in D or {z e D : z = )~G(z), 0 < ), < 1} is unbounded. 
3. MAIN  RESULT  
Our existence results are based on the following lemma which ensures that  an appropriate con- 
volution operator between spaces of continuous functions is completely continuous. Let~ (Zi, 11 ' 11~), 
i = 1,2, be Banach spaces and let L : I x Z1 --* Z2. 
(C1) The function L(t, .) : Z1 ~ Z2 is continuous for almost all t e I and the function L(., z) : 
I ~ Z2 is strongly measurable, for each z E Z1. 
(C2) There exists an integrable function mL : I --* [0, co) and a continuous nondecreasing 
function WL : [0, oc) ~ (0, co), such that 
IlL (t,  )lh <- ( t )WL (11 11 ), 1 × 
LBMMA 3.1. Let (Z/,[[ .  ]]~), i -- 1,2,3, be Banach spaces, R : [ --+ E(Z2,Z3), a strongly 
continuous map and L : I x Z1 --* Z2, a function satisfying conditions (C1) and (C2). Then, the 
map £ : C( I ,  Zl)  "* C( I ,  Z3) defined by 
I' ru ( t )  = R(t -s)L(s ,u(s) )  ds 
is continuous. Furthermore, ff one of the following conditions hoId, 
(a) for every r > 0, t~he set {L(s, z) : s • I, I1~111 <- r} is relatigoly compact in Z2; 
(b) the map R is con~inuons in the operator norm and for every r > 0 and t ~ I, ~he set 
{R(t)L(s,  z) : s C I, llz[ll _< r} is relatively compact in Za; 
then F is completely continuous. 
PROOF. It  is dear  that F is well-defined and continuous. Assume that  Condition (a) holds. It  
follows from the strong continuity of R(.) and Condition (C1) that the set {R(s)L(~, z) : s, 8 E I, 
z • Br(0, Zz)} is relatively compact in Z~. Moreover, for u H Br(0; C(I; Z1)), from the mean 
value theorem for the Bochner integral (see [28, Lemma 2.1.3]), we obtain 
Fu(t) • tco({n(s)L(O, z):  s, 9 e I ,  z • Br(0, Zl)}) f 3 
where co(.) denotes the convex hull. As such, taking all of these properties into consideration, we 
conclude that the set {Fu(t) : u E Br(0; C([; Z~))} is relatively compact in Z_~, for every t H I. 
Now, we prove that the set of functions {Fu : u E B~(0; C(I; Z1))} is equicontinuous on I. For 
each e > 0, as consequence of the strong continuity of R and the compactness of L( I  x B~(0; Z1)): 
we can choose ~ > 0, such that 
I ]R ( t )L (s , z ) -R( t ' ) L (s , z ) [ [3<e,  t ' ,t ,  se I ,  zeBr (O,  Z1), 
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when It - t' I < a. Under these conditions, for u E Be(0, C(I, ga)), t E I ,  and ihl _ $ such that 
t + h E I ,  we see that 
f0 t IIr~t(t + h) - rKt) l l s  <_ II[R(t + h -  s) - t~(t- s)]L(s,u(s))llsds 
[t+h 
+ 3up IIR(0)ll~(z,,z,) ! IIL(s, Ks))ll2 as OEI Jt 
_< ga + sup IIR(O)IL(z~;z~)W,~Cr) f+h  taLCs) as, 6E! Jt 
which shows the equicontinuity at t E I. The assertion is now consequence of the Azcoli-Arzela 
criterion. 
Next, suppose Condition (b) is satisfied. Initially, we prove that the set {Cu : Null. _ r} is 
equicontinuous. For each ~ > 0, we choose a > 0, such that IIR(t) - R(t')ll < e when It - ¢1 - a. 
Proceeding as in the last part of the previous proof, we obtain the estimate, 
I fOa ft+h ) Ilru(t + h) - ru(t)ll3 < ~ mL(s)as +supllR(@lL(z';z') m~.(s)as WL(r), 
which establishes the equicontinuity. To prove that {Fu(t) : Ilull. _ r} is relatively compact 
in Zs, we proceed as follows. For a fixed t E I and for each e > 0, we choose points 0 = to < 
tl < .-- < tn = t, such that IIR(s) - R(s')II _< ~, for every s,s' ~ [ti, t~+l] and all i = 1,2 . . . .  n. 
We can write 
zfl " ~ R( t -  ru(t) = [R ( t - s ) -R( t - t~_ l ) ]L (s ,u (s ) )  ds+ t~_l)LCs, u(s)) as. 
The second term of the right-hand side belongs to a compact set in Z3 (see {28, Lemma 2.1.3]) 
and from the estimate, 
t, [R(t-s)-R(t-t,_t)]L(s,u(s)) as <eWz(r )  mr.(s)as, 
iffil t~-i  3 
we conclude that {rKt )  : Ilull. _< r} is relatively compact. Again, the proof is completed using 
the Azeoli-Arzela criterion. II 
REMARK 3.1. If U(-) is a solution of (1.1)-(1.3) and t --* 9(t, ut) is smooth enough, then 
from (2.5), we obtain 
fo 
t 0 
u"(t)=C(t)~(O)+S(t)z+ S(t-s)~g(s,~.) as 
+ fotS(t- s) foSF (s, %zr,x' ('c) ,fo'f  (%O, xs,x' (O)) dO) dT-as, 
which hnphes that 
f0 t u(t) =C(t)~(O)+S(t)[z-g(O,~)]+ C(t-s)g(s, us) ds 
+ fo'S(t- ,) fo'F (~,-,',x,-,~' C~), fo'.t (T,O,~:o,~' (e)) dO)a~-ds, 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A function u : [ - r ,a ]  --* X is a mild solution of(1.1)-(1.3) i f  u0 = ~, ulz • 
C 1 (I; X)  and (3.2) is satisfied. 
REMARK 3.2. In what follows, it is convenient o introduce the function y : [~r,a] --+ X 
defined by Y0 = ~ and y(t) = C(t)~o(0) + S(Q[z-g(0,~o)] ,  for t E I .  Also, we let N1 = 
sup0cz IIAS(O)II~(E;x). 
We study system (1.1)-(1.3) under the following assumptions. 
(H1) A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family(C(t))tea of bounded 
linear operators on X. 
(H2) The function g(.) is E-valued and the following conditions hold. 
(1) The function g : I x B --+ E is completely continuous. 
(2) There exist positive constants el, c2, an integrable function m~ : [0, c¢) --* [0, co), and 
a continuous nondecreasing function Wg : [0, co) --* (0, oc), such that 
Lit(t, ¢)11~ s ~(t )w~ (lf¢llB), 
IIg(t,¢)ll _< ~ t1¢11~ + e~, 
(t, ¢)  • I x B, 
(t, ¢) • I x B. 
(3) Let 5 w = {x : [ - r ,a]  --* X : xo = 0 and x]1 • C(I;X)} endowed with the norm of 
uniform convergence. Then, for every r > 0, the set of functions, 
(H3) 
is equicontinuous on I.  
The function f : I x I x B x X --* X satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) I ( t ,  s,., .) : B x X --* X is continuous a.e. (t, s) E I x I. 
(2) f( . ,  . ,¢ ,x ) :  I x I ~ X is strongly measurable, for every (¢,x)  • /3  x X. 
(3) There exist a continuous function m! : [0, co) x [0, no) --. [0, co) and a continuous 
nondecreasing function Wf : [0, co) --* (0, co), such that  
llf (t, s, ¢, x) l <- ~:(t, s)W: (II¢IIB + II~II), 
for all (t, s ,¢ ,z )  e Ix  I x B × X. 
(H4) The function F : I x I x /3  x X x X --* X satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) F(t,  s, . , . ,  .) : 13 x X x X --+ X is continuous a.e. (t, s) 6 I × I.  
(2) F(-, -, ¢, x, y) : I x ,r __. X is strongly measurable, for every (¢, x, y) • /3  x X 2. 
(3) There exist an integrable function mR : [0, oo) x [0, oo) ~ [0, oo) and a continuous 
nondecreasing function WE : [0, co) --+ (0, co) such that 
IIF(~, s,¢,x,y)ll s mF(t, s)WF (II¢IIB + Itxll + HYlI), 
for every (t, s, ¢, x, y) 6 I x I x B x X x X. 
(4) F( I  2 x Br(0, B) x B , (0 ,X)  2) is relatively compact in X,  for all r > 0. 
REMARK 3.3. In comparison to the hypotheses used in [1], note that Condition (HI) is assumed in 
both papers; the compactness of the cosine family is no longer imposed in the current manuscript; 
and the groups of Hypotheses (H3),(Ha), (H5)-(H7), and (HS) - (H l l )  firom [1] are replaced in 
the current work by (H2), (H3), and (H4), respectively. 
We now state and prove our main result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (HI)-(H4) are saris/led and that ~(0) E E.  I f  # = 1 - cl > 0 and 
/oa /oo  ds 
M" (s) ds < (o~÷o,)I. Wg (s) + WI (~) + iV.  (~)' (3.3) 
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where 
-- mF (s, r) dr, m!  (s, s) (3.4) 
and c3 = Ily, ll~,o + Ily'll. (of. (2.~) for notation), then there exists a miId solution of (1.1)-(1.3) 
on I. 
PROOF. Let Y -= C(I; X), 5 r be defined as in (H2)(3) and the space Z = 9 r x Y endowed 
with the norm ]](u,v)] I = ]]u]]~ + ]]v]]~. On the space Z, we define the map F : Z --* Z by 
F(u, v) = ( r l (u ,  v), P2(u, v)) where 
r l  (u, v) (t) = C (~ - s) g (s, ~,) ds 
/o' /o( I" ) + S(e -s )  F s,-r, f i , ,e ( r ) ,  f(r,O,f~o,O(O))dO drds, t E I, 
(3.5) 
~0 tr= (u,,) (t) = g (t, a,) + AS (t - s) g (s, ~,) d, 
(3.6) 
]o' I (  I" ) + C( t - s )  F s , r ,~ , ,~( r ) ,  f ( r ,O,~e,~(O))dO drds, te I ,  
where ~, = u~ + y~ and ~(s) = v(s) + y'(s). The well-definedness and continuity of ra and F2 
follow directly from the properties of the cosine family and the associated mappings g(.), f(.), and 
F(.). In preparation for applying Theorem 1, we first obtain a priori estimates of the solutions to 
the integral equation z = AFz, A C (0, 1). To this end, let (u~(.), v~(.)) be a solution of z = Xrz. 
Using (H2)-(H4), together with the axioms of the phase space B, we obtain, for all t E I, 
Jinx(t) II <-- w fo' mo (~)w~ (~x (s)) ds 
+g fo' ]o "m~(''')w" (~( ' )+  fo" m'(''o)w' (~(0))dO)a-~d,, 
(3.7) 
where ~x(s) = K~ll~Zll~ ÷ I[V~ItB,~ + IIv~ll, ÷ Ily'LI-. Similarly, we obtain that (with the additional 
help of (H2)(2)), for all t C 1, 
fO 
t 
Iiv x (t)ll _< c ,~ (t) + c= + N1 m, (s) W, (~ (s)) as 
+N ~t  ~smF (s, r) W F (aX ( r )+ ~Zmy (T,O) Wl (ax (O)) dO) dr ds. 
(3.s) 
Using (3.7),(3.8), along with the fact that # - 1 - cl > 0, yields after some simplification and 
a rearrangement of terms 
e2 + e~ K ,N  + N1 f *  (t) < - -  + mg (s) Wg (c~ (s)) ds ot ,k 
Jo # # 
( I" ) mF(s , r )Wf  a~('c)+ ml(r,O)WI(ax(O)) dO drds. ]z 
(3.9) 
Now, add the term fo mf  (t, s)Wf(a.~ (s))ds to both sides of (3.9) and let 
f0 " #x (t) = ~ (t) + "n (t, s) ws (~ (~)) ds (3.1o) 
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Using (3.10) in (3.9) yields 
c2 + c.___.__~s -+ NK,~ + N1 f~ Z~(t) < # # " J0 mg(s)W 9(fl~(s)) ds 
(3.11) 
l* mV(s,'r)WF(13,~('r)) drds + ml( t ,s )Wl  (fl~,(s))ds , t 6 I. 
Denote the right-hand side of (3.11) by 7x(t). Computing 7~(t) and observing that/3~(t) < 7~(t), 
for t 6 I, we arrive at 
7~(t) _< K,N + N1 m,(t)Wg(Tx(Q) 
/z 
/VKa + g f t  (3,12) + .~F(t,~)WF (7~(s)) ds + m:(t,t)W: (W(t)) 
J0 # 
< M*(t) [w  9 (v~ (t)) + WF (~( t ) )  + W: (~ (~))], t e I, 
where M*(t) is defined in (3.4). Integrating (3.12) over (0,t) then yields (using (3.3)) 
~(o) W~(s) + Wf(s) + WF(S) <- M*(s)ds < as, ~+o~)/~ wg(~) + was) + wF(~) 
where 7~(0) = c2 + ca/lz. Consequently, both tlu~ll, and IIv~lle are bounded independent of A 
and t, so that Ilu~(t)ll and IIv~(01l ~e  as well. Hence, {z x = (u)',v)') : z ~ = )~Fz x, A C (0, 1)} is 
a bounded subset of Z, as desired. 
It remains to show that FI(.) and P2(') are completely continuous operators. To this end, we 
introduce the decompositions F1 = F] + F~ and F2 = F~ + F~, where 
r l  (~, ~) (t) = c (t - s) g (~, a.) es, 
Z r~ (u,v) (t) = g( t ,e~)+ AS( t -s )g (s ,  fL~) ds. 
Since the operator fmnily (AS(t))t>_o is strongly continuity in E, from Lemma 3.1, the properties 
of g(-) and the Azcoli-Arzela theorem, we can conclude that the maps r~, i = 1, 2, are completely 
continuous. To prove that the maps r~, i = 1,2, are completely continuous, we need to show 
that the map L : I × Z --* X defined by 
I ) L (s, u, v) = F s, r, ~ ,  0 (T), f (~', 0, a0, v (0)) dO dr, 
is completely continuous. It is easy to see from the assumptions that the map L(.) is continuous. 
Next, we prove that the set {L(s, u,v) : s E I, (u,v) • Br(0, Z)} is relatively compact in X, for 
every r > 0. Let (u,v) • B,.(O,Z). From the phase space axioms and the assumptions on f and 
F, we infer that 
II~,. + Y.ll < g~," + lLY.ll~,. := r~, ~ e I, 
II. + ~'11~ ___ r + Ily'L := r~, ~e_r, 
and hence, 
I(r,O, eo,~(o)) < mf(r,O)Ws(n+r2) dO <_ IlmSll~Wf (n +r2)"=r3,  
for every r • I. From these estimates, it follows that 
{( /0 ) } U= F s,r, fiT,~('r), f(r,O, ao, v(O))dO :(s,v,u,v) e I2xB~(O,Z)  
c {F(s ,~- ,C,x ,y) :  s, T ex, II¢II,B <~,  I1~11-<~:, I1~,11 <~},  
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which enables us to conclude that U is relatively compact in X since F(.) is completely continuous. 
Now, from the mean value theorem for the Bochner integral, (see [28, Lemma 2.1.3]), we infer 
that L(s,u,v) 6 sco(U) x, for every (s,u,v) G I x B,.(O,Z), and hence, 
{LO,,,,,~) : 0 , - , " )  ~ zx ~,(o,z)) c U~(u)  x. 
t6 I  
This proves that the set L(I x B,(O, Z)) is relatively compact in X and so, L is completely 
continuous. 
An  appropriate application of Lemma 3.1 enables us to infer that r~ 2 and r] are completely 
continuous which, in turn, shows that FI and r2 are also completely continuous. 
Finally, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that r(.) has a Kxed point (u,v) ~ Z. Clearly, 
u(.) is differentiable on I, u'(.) = v(.) and the function u(.) +y(.) is a mild solution of (1.1)-(1.3), 
as desired. This completes the proof. II 
By using the Banach contraction mapping principle, we can also establish the existence of mild 
solutions for system (1.1)-(1.3). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that F(.), f(.), and g(-) are continuous [tractions and that there exist 
constants Lp, L~, and Lg, ~uch that 
I I F  (~, ~, ~,  ~, ~) - F (~, ~,~,.,~,#)11 < L~ (11~ - ¢~IIB + II~ - ~11 + ll~ - #11). 
If e = K.[L.(I + a(N + N~)) + 32(@ + N)LF( I  + LIa)] < I, then there exis~ a ,,.ique mild 
solution of (1.1)-(1.3). 
PROOF. Let Z = .7" x C(I;X) (as in Theorem 3.1) and define Y : Z -+ Z by r(u,v) = 
(r~(-,o,r~(.,.)), wher. r~(.,~) ~d r2(.,v) are given by (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. The 
continuity and well-deguedness of r follow directly from the conditions on f, 9, and F. It remains 
to show that F is a contraction on Z. To this end, let (ul, vt),(u2,v~) ~ Z and observe that 
standard computations involving the phase space axioms and growth conditions yield 
IIr~(-~, ~)  - r , ( .~,  ~)11~ _< K .  [~JVL. + ~2JgLF(i + Lla)]' Ile~ - e~ll. 
(aa3) 
+ a~f~Lp(1 + Lfa)IlOl - ~lto, 
lir:(ul, v,) - r2(u~, v2)lIo < Ko [L9(I + Nia) + a~NLF(1 + LIa) ] ll~i - ~II. (3.14) 
+ a2NLp(1 + L/a) II% - ~2L .  
Consequently, using (3.13) and (3.14) together yields 
+ + N) (1 + - , ll. 
Hence, we conclude that F is a strict contraction and hence, by the Banach contraction mapping 
principle, has a unique fixed point (u, v) E Z. Now, as in the conclusion of the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.1, it is c/ear that u(.) is di~rentiable on I, u'(-) -- v(.), and that the function u(-) + 7(') 
(cf. Remark 3.2) is a mild solution of (1.1)-(1.3), as desired. | 
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At this point, we consider it to be prudent o comment on the nature of Conditions (H2). The 
compactness and equicontinuity assumption i (H2) (which may appear to be strong at first) are, 
in fact, natural assumptions to make in the treatment of neutral differential systems. (See, for 
example, [1,16,18-20,22,31].) Moreover, since the motivation of [1] is to obtain the existence of 
mild solution using the condensing fixed point theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1) and the operators C(t) 
are not compact in general, this assumption, taken jointly with (H4)4, is satisfactory under our 
technical approach. It is interesting to remark that this condition is necessary in order to use the 
fixed-point argument since the derivative of the solution appears on the right-hand side of (1.1). 
Motivated by this fact, as well as some interesting applications, we devote the remainder of this 
section to a brief investigation of the existence of mild solutions for the system, 
f (  f ) d-7[x'(t)-g(t,x,)]=Az(t)+ F t,s,~., / (s ,~,z.)dr  ds, teZ---I0,a], (3.15) 
(0) = ~ e n, ~' (0) = ~ • x .  (z.16) 
The proofs of the following results can be deduced easily from the proof of our previous theo- 
rems. For this reason, we shall omit the details. The mappings f and F are defined on I x I×BxX 
and I x I x B x X respectively, and we impose the previous conditions on f, F adapted in the 
natural way for this functions. Additionally, we introduce the following weak assumption on g. 
(H2) The function g : I x B --* X is completely continuous and there exist an integrable function 
mg:  [0, oo) ~ [0, oo) and a continuous nondecreasing function Wg: [0, oo) -4 (0, oo) such 
that [[g(t, ¢)[[ _< mu(t)Wg([[¢llt3), for every it, ~b) E I × B. 
Now, we introduce the concept of mild solution for (3.15),(3.16). 
DEFINITION 3.2. A function u : [-r,a] --* X is a miId solution of (3.15),(3.16) / /u0 = ~, 
ull • C(I;X) and 
f (t) = c (t) ~ (0) + s (t) [~ g (0, v)] + c (t - ~) g (~, ~.) ds 
/0 f (  f ) + S( t - s )  F s,r,x~, .f(r,O, xa) dO dTds, te l  
THEOREM 3.3. 
where 
Assume that conditions (H2), (H3), (H4) are satisfied. If 
M* (s) ds < Wg (s) + Wf (s) + WE (s)' (3.1~) 
{ /o" } M* (s) = max K~Nmg (s), RK= mt~ (s, ~') dr, rn I (s, s) 
and C = [[Y~IIn,=, then there exists a mild solution o[ (3.15),(3.16). 
PROOF. Let Y be the space introduced in (H2) (3). By using the ideas and estimates in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, we can easily prove that the map F : ~- ~ ~ defined by 
f rz ( t )  = c( t - s )g (s ,~,+y. )  a~ 
+ fo 'S ( t - s )  fo*F(s ,%xr+yr ,  fo':f(T,O, xa+yo) d8) d~'ds, 
for t > 0 and Fx(0) = 0, for 0 < 0, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. This guarantees the 
existence of a fixed point for F and hence, the existence of a mild solution. | 
In most realistic problems, the operators S(t) are compact. In this case, we can drop the 
compactness Assumption (4) in (H4) and prove the following existence result. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let Conditions (H2), (H3), and (H4)(i)-(H4)(iii) be sa~isf~ed. If S(t) is compac$ 
for every t > 0 and (3.17) holds, then there exists a mild ~lution of(3.15),(3.16). 
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We only observe that in this case, the 
application of Lemma 3.1 is also available since the operator function t -* S(t) is continuous in 
the uniform operator topology. 
TH~ORF.~ 3.5. Assume that F(.), f(.), and g(.) ~tisfy the assump¢ions of Theorem 3.2. If 
g.[a]VLg -'l- a2]VLF(1 -1- L.ra)] < 1, then there exists a m~Jque mild solu¢iOn of (I.1)-(I.3). 
PROOF. Let r the operator defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. From estima~ (3.13), we 
infer that r is a contraction i  ~r which proves the assertion. 
4. APPL ICAT IONS 
Before we develop our examples, it is important to mention that the current literature related 
to second-order partial neutral ditferential eqtmtions has not included correct or motivating appli- 
cations to illustrate the abstract theory. Indeed, authors who have investigated equations similar 
to those presented in this paper typically either completely omit a discussion of the examples, 
or they develop them using existence r~ults which in turn rely on the compactness ofthe cosine 
operator C(t), t > 0. (See, among other papers, [1,17-22].) In the latter case, the only examples 
that can be treated axe those which can be written using a finite-dimensional space, and hence, 
are only ordinary differential equations. As such, the examples that we provide below constitute 
a first attempt at formulating a correct discussion of examples arising in applications, such as 
heat conduction in materials with fading memory. 
As our first application, we consider the linear differential equations of the second-order with 
retarded argumeat in R studied in the monograph by Norkin [29]. The sc_~:!_,~_~ system (1.1.4) in 
this text, namely, 
x" (t) = ~ (a, (t) z (t - A, (t)) + b, (t) z '  (t - A~ (t))) + e(t) ,  
~0 
(4.1) 
with A~(t) > 0, can be written abstractly as equation (3.15),(3.16) by defining A = 0 and 
n n ~0 t g (t, ~) = ~ bl (t) ~,(-A,  (t)) + Y2~ (., (.) - b~ (.)) ~,(-~, (s)) d~, 
i~0 ~,=0 
where b~(t) = b~(t)/(1 - A~(t)) and we have assumed that A~ are ditferentiable functions with 
A~(t) ~ 1. By assuming that A~(t) _< r, for some r > 0 and for all 0 < t < a, we choose the 
phase space to be B = C([-r,0] : R). Moreover, if a~, bl, c • L¢¢([0, a]), then the maps F,g are 
bounded and hence, completely continuous ince D(A) = E --- X is finite-dimensional. In this 
case, we can take m 9 -- 1, cl ---- 1, c~ = 0, and Wl(~) = Wu(~) -- ~. The next result is a direct 
consequence ofTheorem 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. I f  a~, b~, c E L~([0,a]), then there ~ n mild solution o[(4.1). 
In what follows, we take X to be an infinite-dimensional B nach space and B = C([-r, 0] : X). 
Clearly, B is a phase space which satisfies the Axioms (A), (A1), (B) provided in Section 2. 
Moreover, H = 1 and K - M - 1 on I. 
Now, we consider the abstract system, 
to  
(t) = A~ (t) + ]_ .  S (~) ~' (t + ,) d,. 
zo = ~, z'  (0) = z • X, 
t ~ [0,a], (4.2) 
(4.3) 
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where ~0 E B, z E X; A is a bounded linear operator; and B(t) : X --* X is a continuous linear 
operator for each t c [-r, 0]. In general, due to the presence of the delay term f - r  B(s)z~( ~ - 
s) ds, the analysis of system (4.2),(4.3) requires one to impose some sort of temporal regularity 
assumption on the data ~0. However, in our approach, we can establish the existence of a "mUd" 
solution of (4.2),(4.3) without imposing such an assumption on ~o. Precisely, we assume that the 
funckiun t --* B(0 is continuous in the uniform operator topology and that B(t) is compact, for 
each t E E-r,0]. By defining the operator g(t,~) = f°_~B(s)~(s)ds, we can model (4.2),(4.3) 
as (3.15),(3.16). Moreover, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can prove that g is 
completely continuous from / × B into X. As such, the next existence result is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. IffO_r tlB(s)ll~cx) ~ < 1, then there exists a mild solut~o~ of (4.2),(4.3). 
PROOF. In order to apply Theorem 3.1, we only remark that E = X since A is bounded. 
Next, we study the existence of mild solutions for some partial neutral second order ditfer- 
ential equations. We have already introduced the required technical framework in Section 3. 
Let X = L2([0,~r],lt • I]) and A : D(A) C X - ,  X he defined by Af(~) = f"(4),  where 
D(A) = {f E /Y2(0,*r) : f(0) = for) = 0}. It is well known that A is the infinitesimal gen- 
erator of a strongly continuous cosine function, (C(t))t~lt, on X. Furthermore, A has a dis- 
crete spectrum mad the eigenwlues are -n  2, n E N, with corresponding normalized eigenveetors 
z~(~) := (2/,01/2 sin(n4). The following conditions hold. 
(a) {zn : n E N} is an orthonormal basis of X. 
(b) If ~ E D(A), then A~ = -~-~=t n2 < ~, zn > Zn. It follows from this expression that 
io: {D(A)! ~ X is compact. 
(e) For ~o E X, C(t)~ -- ~':~n°°=l cos(nt)(~o,z~)z~. It then fonows that 
s(t)~ = ~ sin(at) <~, z~>z~, 
n 
t i ro l  
S(t) is a compact operator for t e R, and that lie(011 = II$(t)ll = 1, for ~1 t ~ R. 
Additionally, we observe that the operators C(2,rk), k E N are not compact. 
(d) If • is the group of translations on X defined by @(t)x(~) = ~(~ + t), where ~(-) is the 
extension of z(.) with period 2,r, then C(t) = 1/2(ff~(t) + iI~(-t)) and A = B 2, where B 
is the generator of @ and E = {z E HX(0,r) : z(0) = x(~r) = 0}, (see [23] for details). In 
particular, we observe that i, : E --* X is compact. 
Partial differential systems imilar to (3.15) arise in the theory of heat conduction i  materials 
with fading memory developed by Gurtin and Pipkin in [30]. Using physical reasoning, Gurtin 
and Pipkin established that the temperature ,z(t, 4) satisfies the integro-ditferential equation, 
o2u (t, ~) ou (~, 4) ~ fo ~ #, (s) ou (t - s, 4) ds 
c 0t2 +#(0)  at 0t 
(4.4) 
= a~ (o) ~ (t, 0 + d (~) tx,, (t - ~, ~) d~, 
for t E [0,a], where B(.) is the energy relaxation function, ~(.) is the stress relaxation ftmetlon 
and e is the density. If/~(.) is a smooth enough, ~(0) = 0 and V~(t, 4) is approximately constant 
at t, then the previous equation can be rewritten in the form, 
~ -e #' Ca) ~ (t - s, ~) d~ = dA~ (t, ~). (4.~) 
By assuming that fl(.) has support contained in [-r,0] and that u(.) is known on (-co,{)], 
we can further epresent this system as the abstract neutral delay system (3.15),(3.16). As in 
the previous example, we can prove the existence of mild solutions for (4.4) without imposing 
additional regularity assumptions on the initial history. The next result follows directly f~om 
Theorem 3.5. 
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PROPOSmON 4.3. 1Ya~_,.ff(s)2ds < 1, then there e~m a mfld sohtioa oE(4.5) on I. 
Finally, motiwted by the above example, we consider the partial neutral differe~ial equation, 
O ~) + b(a,y,~)u(t+O,~7) dridO = 
+for (a, ( t , s ) (u (s - r ,~)+u ' (s , , ) )+  / 'a , ( s , ' r ) (u (w- r , , )+u ' (%, ) )  dw) ds, (4.6) 
t e I=[0 ,a ] ,  ~ Jffi[0,~], 
subject o the initial conditions, 
u (t, 0) = u (t, or) -- 0, t e I, (4.7) 
u0 = ~, (4.8) 
a~ (0, ~) 
= z (~), ~ ~ J, (4.9) 
where ~o G/3, z E X, the functions a~, i ---- 1, 2, are continuous and 
(i) the functions b(O, ~/, ~), ~b(0, T/, ~), ~ b(0, ~/, ~) are continuous on I-r,  0] x S2, b(8, ~1, ~) -- 
b(~, T/, 0) =- 0, for every (0, 7/) E [-% 0] x J; we introduce the notation, 
By defining f l : 12 x B x X ~ X, g : I x B ---* X and g : 12 x B x X 2 --~ X by 
/2i" g (t, ¢) (~) := b (o, ~, ~) ¢ (o , , )  d~ dO, P 
F (~,s, ¢,~, ~) (~) := ~ (t,s) (¢ (-~, ~) + z (~)) + ~ (~), 
! (s, ~,¢,~) (~) := ~ (,, ~) (¢ (-~,~) + • (~)), 
the neutral system (4.6)-(4.9) can be written as (1.1)-(1.3). It is easy to see that F(.), f(-) ace 
continuous operators, F(t, s, .), f (t, s, .) are bounded linear operators, mad 
IIF (t, s ,~,x,~) l l  ___ max {lladloo, ~} (11~11~ + IIx]l + II~ll), 
for all (t, s, ¢, x, y) ~ /2 x B x X 2, A straightforward estimation using (i) shows that g(.) is 
a D(A)-valued, that Ag(.) is continuous and consequently that g : I × B ~ E is completely 
continuous ince the inclusion i¢ : [D(A)] --* E ~s compact. Also, g(t, .) is a bounded linear 
operator and max{[[g(t, ")II£(x,E), HAg( t, ')lie(x)} <- A~I/~rz/~, for every t ~ I. Moreover, from 
the steps in [31, p. 13], we infer that g satisfies (H2)3. 
The next existence result is a consequence of Theorem 3.2. We omit the proof. 
PI~OPOS~TION 4.4. Let (~, z) ~ B × X be such that ~(0) fi E. If 
A~/2,-~/2 (1 +,~ (~ + N~)) + 2~ 2 max { Ilal i l~, 1} (~ + a Ila~ Iloo) < 1, 
wa~ N~ = m~po~  IlAS(O)ll~-c~;x), ta~ tae~ ~ts  ~ t~qu~ ~d somt~on of (~.~)-(~.~). 
We end this section with a brief discussion of the existence of mild solutions for 
tE I ,  ~GJ ,  
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subject to the initial conditions (4.7)-(4.9). We assume that b(-), a2(') satisfy the assumptions of 
02 the previous example, functions e( t, s, rh ~), ~-~c( t, s, 71, ~), ~-~rc( t, s, ~, ~ ) continuous on 1 2 x j2  
c(t, s, ~, rr) = c(t, s, 7], 0) ---- 0, for every (t, s, ~/) e 1 2 x J. Further, let 
)= } A2:=sup -~c( t , s ,n ,{ )  dOd{: j=0 ,1 ,2 ,  t, se I  . 
Assume that g(.), f ( . )  axe defined as before and let F : 1 2 x/~ x X 2 --+ X be the function given 
by 
L F (t, s, ¢,, x, y) (~) :-- c (t, s, n, ~) [~ (-~, n) + x (n) + ~ (~)] d~. 
Using these identifications, we can rewrite the system abstractly as (1.1)-(1.3). It is easy to 
see that AF( . )  is well-defined, continuous and that AF(t, s, .) is a bounded linear operator with 
[]AF(t,s,')[[t.(sxxxx) <_ A2, which in turn implies that F(.)  is completely continuous since 
i~ : In(A)] --+ X is compact. Moreover, the functions f ( . ) ,  g(.), F( .)  satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.1 with WF (s) = W I (s) = Wg (s) = s, m F(t, s) = f :  f :  C 2 (t, 8, ?7, ~) drl d{, m! = [[ a2 [[oo 
and mg = cl = Al/2r 1/a. The next proposition is a consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (% z) 6 /3  x X be such that ~o(0) C E. If A~/ar W2 < 1, then, there exists 
a unique mild solution of the neutral system (4.10). 
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